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ACROSS
1. Outfit
5. Hurdle (over)
9. Word said while cocking one's hat
13. _____ Sy ("Inferno" actor)
14. More stale
16. River residue
17. Pulpy fruit that bounces up and down?
19. Balloon
20. Football fields
21. Kitten's cry
23. Scribble (down)
24. Yelled "action"
26. Recite, as from memory
28. Tableware from Canada's largest city?
32. "Without further ____...."
33. Unconscious reaction at the poker table
34. Sing in one's lederhosen
37. "Jason Bourne" director Liman
39. "See ya, Ho"
42. Scruff of the neck
43. White
45. Do some repairs
47. Mesh behind a goalie
48. Slowpokes on marijuana?
52. With vigor, on a score
54. Search engine with a homepage quiz
55. Copy mindlessly
56. French 101 word
58. Craziness
62. With 68-Across, "The Boss" rapper
65. Uncontrolled reaction

DOWN
1. Painter Francisco
2. Valentine's Day figure
3. Comic Martha
4. Rodeo mount
5. Unpacked gunpowder
6. Street shader
7. Judge Levine of "The Voice"
8. Tsar during The Enlightenment
9. The Knicks's home, initially
10. Some sneakers
11. Unmoved
12. Workweek letters
15. Part of a spur
18. Troll's comment
22. Tax
25. Shopkins purchase
27. Crime novelist Donna
28. Mic drop phrase
29. Go overboard with the coke
30. Hard-manual laborers
31. Coach's review speed
35. Sword with a bell guard
36. "We are game"
38. Superficially chatty
40. Mary Jane
41. Like some braking systems
44. Bad guy
46. Krispy Kreme purchase
49. Deride
50. Deeply distraught
51. Pay no attention to
52. Jewel measurement
53. Philosophize
57. Costume designer Mode of "The Incredibles"
59. Split thing
60. "___ Fan Tutte"
61. World Series winning manager before Maddon
63. Actress Graham of TV's "The Vampire Diaries"
64. Classic line from "The Wizard of Oz" ... and the theme of this puzzle
66. "Diana" singer Paul